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Abstract

The intersection of vision and language is of major in-
terest due to the increased focus on seamless integration
between recognition and reasoning. Scene graphs (SGs)
have emerged as a useful tool for multimodal image anal-
ysis, showing impressive performance in tasks such as Vi-
sual Question Answering (VQA). In this work, we demon-
strate that despite the effectiveness of scene graphs in VQA
tasks, current methods that utilize idealized annotated scene
graphs struggle to generalize when using predicted scene
graphs extracted from images. To address this issue, we
introduce the SelfGraphVQA framework. Our approach
extracts a scene graph from an input image using a pre-
trained scene graph generator and employs semantically-
preserving augmentation with self-supervised techniques.
This method improves the utilization of graph representa-
tions in VQA tasks by circumventing the need for costly
and potentially biased annotated data. By creating alter-
native views of the extracted graphs through image aug-
mentations, we can learn joint embeddings by optimizing
the informational content in their representations using an
un-normalized contrastive approach. As we work with SGs,
we experiment with three distinct maximization strategies:
node-wise, graph-wise, and permutation-equivariant regu-
larization. We empirically showcase the effectiveness of the
extracted scene graph for VQA and demonstrate that these
approaches enhance overall performance by highlighting
the significance of visual information. This offers a more
practical solution for VQA tasks that rely on SGs for com-
plex reasoning questions.

1. Introduction

The successful execution of Visual Question Answer-
ing (VQA) relies on a comprehensive understanding of the
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scene, including spatial interrelationships and reasoning in-
ference capabilities [1,14]. Incorporating scene graph (SG)
representations in SG-VQA tasks has shown promising out-
comes [13,16,18,25,32], providing concise representations
of complex spatial and relational information.

Earlier investigations into SG-VQA demonstrated that
successful models primarily rely on the utilization of man-
ually annotated scene graphs for training [20, 21, 25], re-
sulting in remarkably high levels of accuracy on the GQA
dataset [14], surpassing human performance by a significant
margin (see Table 1).

Despite the promising results, we argue that utilizing
pre-annotated SGs in VQA is impractical in the real world
due to its labor-intensive nature. Also, it permits a wide
range of semantically corresponding SG [12] and when an-
notated it could potentially introduce questions-related bi-
ases, giving rise to concerns about its generalizability [2].
These issues may limit the model’s ability to solve real-
world problems beyond the dataset [23]. This is evident in
a significant decline in accuracy, approximately 60% when
models are confronted with automatically generated SGs.
Additionally, studies assert that the main limitation in gen-
eralizing stems largely from linguistic correlations. [2, 17].

In this study, we address these challenges by extracting
an SG from a given image using an unbiased, off-the-shelf
scene graph generator [16], with the aim of removing any
potential information leakage, as illustrated in Fig. 1’s struc-
ture. Furthermore, our method employs semantically pre-
serving augmentation, integrated with un-normalized con-
trastive framework, to further mitigate potential linguistic
biases to enhance the visual cues translated as SG for VQA.
We refer to it as the SelfGraphVQA framework, cf. Fig. 1.

Given its simplicity [7], our approach is trained us-
ing joint embeddings and a Siamese network architecture,
inspired by the SimSiam model, which does not require
negative samples [5, 9]. In this work, we explore three
un-normalized contrastive approaches (node-wise, graph-
wise, and regularization for permutation equivariance) and
demonstrate its effectiveness by enhancing the visual infor-
mation for the VQA task. A graph neural network (GNN)
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Figure 1: (Left) The statistical dependence of the task and
the ideal graph, G. (Right) Our proposed framework re-
moves data leakage by using the extracted SG G′. Our ar-
chitecture comprises a question encoder fq , a graph encoder
fg , and a classifier fc. Two distinct views of one image are
processed by the same pipeline. We use a frozen pre-trained
SG generator g, and a prediction head h is applied through
the top view with gradient backpropagation, while gradients
are not propagated back from the lower view. We maximize
the representation of the views using the similarity loss L′.

with a self-attention strategy (GAT) is employed to distill
an SG representation relevant to the question by capturing
visual interaction content among objects in the scene [7].

Our work differs from existing VQA models in three
main aspects: (i) we generate as SG using a pre-trained,
unbiased scene graph generator [16] in a more practical ap-
proach; (ii) we utilize un-normalized contrastive learning on
the SG representation, along with augmentation, to elimi-
nate any potential spurious correlations from annotated data
and to heighten the visual information; and (iii) the use of
a GAT encoder to enhance high-level semantic and spatial
reasoning on the SG. We further investigate the behav-
ior of visual enhancement when employing a more expres-
sive language encoder, specifically BERT [15]. Importantly,
our SelfGraphVQA framework does not require the costly
pre-training strategy common to transformer-based models
commonly used in vision-language tasks [8, 28, 32].

2. Related Work
Scene Graph and Visual Question Answering. Accu-
rately assessment of VQA tasks, requiring a comprehen-
sive understanding of visual perception and semantic rea-
soning, has gained substantial attention in the academic
community, as these tasks holds significant practical value,
particularly in enhancing accessibility for the visually im-
paired [4, 15, 19, 33, 34].

Several works have explored the information that SG
representations may bring to VQA [20, 31], as opposed
to the more data-hungry transformer-based visual language
models [8, 19, 28]. However, existing SG-VQA approaches
typically rely on idealized scene graphs and inherent dataset
reasoning [20,21]. Obtaining such annotations can be costly
without an end-to-end pipeline. Moreover, even SoTA

Table 1: Our experiments revealed a notable accuracy re-
duction in top-notch methods on the GQA dataset when
transitioning from well-annotated to extracted scene graphs.
We categorize methods by data type (e.g., annotated data
or purely image-question extraction) and SGG usage. All
methods are trained and validated uniformly, except for the
test extracted configuration, trained on ideal data and vali-
dated on extracted SGG data.

Method Eval. Data Acc (%)

Human [14] – 89.3
GraphVQA [20] Annotated/SGG 94.8
LRTA [21] Annotated/SGG 93.1
Lightweight [25] Annotated/SGG 77.9
CRF [24] Annotated 72.1
LXMERT [28] Extracted 59.8

GraphVQA (original pre-trained on ideal) Test Extracted/SGG 29.7

SelfGraphVQA (Local) Extracted/SGG 51.5
SelfGraphVQA (Global) Extracted/SGG 52.3
SelfGraphVQA (SelfSim) Extracted/SGG 54.0

methods in SG-VQA exhibit limited generalization capa-
bilities, potentially due to spurious correlations [2].
Self-Supervised Learning. Broadly speaking, recent ad-
vancements in self-supervised learning can be categorized
into normalized [3, 6] and maximization representation
learning [7, 11, 29]. Contrastive methods aim to bring
embeddings of identically labelled images closer together
while separating embeddings generated from different ver-
sions. In visual-language data, the prevailing approach for
self-supervised learning involves pretraining a transformer-
based model on a large dataset to solve pretext tasks before
fine-tuning for downstream tasks [8, 27, 28, 32]. However,
these methods can be computationally expensive and com-
plex due to the use of negative samples and masking tech-
niques. Modern un-normalized contrastive learning meth-
ods, e.g., BYOL [11] and SimSiam [7], use architectures
inspired by reinforcement learning to maximize the infor-
mational content of the representations. In our proposal, we
adopt a similarity maximization approach using a Siamese
architecture for visual scene graph representation.

3. Methodology
We refer the reader to the appendix for the implementa-

tion details. We experiment with the maximization strategy
with three independent and distinct similarity losses over
either a localized node representation (i.e., object-wise), a
global pooled graph representation (i.e., scene-wise), or a
regularization node representation term to induce permu-
tation equivariance. We denote the graph representations
zi = fg

(
g(xi), fq(q)

)
, and the predictor’s output vectors

pi = h(zi). Generally, the representations are maximized
by minimizing the generic cosine distance D loss.
Local Similarity. To account for permutation invariance in
the node representations, we compute cosine distances over
all object pairs from the two views and use the maximally



similar node embedding pairs to compute the local loss by

L∗
ℓ (p1, z2) =

1

O

O∑
i

argmin
z2,j

D(p1,i, z2,j), (1)

where O is the number of objects in the scene. Symmet-
rically, we compute L∗

ℓ (p2, z1), to obtain the overall local
loss

Lℓ(z1, z2) =
1

2

(
L∗
ℓ (p1, z2) + L∗

ℓ (p2, z1)
)
. (2)

Global Similarity. After obtaining a graph representation,
we follow an approach similar to cosine similarity maxi-
mization for image classification [7,11]. Along with the in-
tuition that contrasting between global representations may
enhance the visual cues, we assume that the global represen-
tation contains the full information about the scene. Similar
to the local representation, we minimize the cosine distance,
yielding a loss on the form

Lg(z1, z2) =
1

2

(
D(p1, z2) +D(p2, z1)

)
. (3)

Regularization for Permutation Equivariance. We em-
ploy an anchor, where the SG of an unmodified image
guides the SG of the augmented image, allowing us to ob-
tain a more accurate representation of the original scene.
Our assumption is that the local similarity loss decreases the
global performance, while global similarity provides a con-
textual representation but loses local details. This technique
aligns similar nodes and encourages regularization, making
augmented scene representations closer to the original, thus
mitigating permutation invariance in graph representations.

Denote the anchored representation by z1, and the
augmented representation by z2. We determine intra-
similarities of the anchors s1,i = argminz1,j D(z1,i, z1,j)
and similarities of augmented views s2,ij = D(z2,i, z2,j).
We then compute cross-entropy (CE) between anchors and
augmentations

J(z1, z2) = CE(s1, s2), (4)

which acts as a regularizer to constrain permutation equiv-
ariance for the augmentations in addition to the local loss.
We combine these losses using

Ls(z1, z2) = Lℓ(z1, z2) + J(z1, z2), (5)

which we refer to as a local self-similarity loss (SelfSim).
Distribution Link Representation Regularization. Sim-
ilarly to the regularization for permutation equivariance,
we apply link regularization in conjunction with one of the
other three similarity strategies. The edges of the anchor
SG guide the edges of the augmented SG. Denote the an-
chored edge score representation by r1, and the augmented

edge score representation by r2. These scores characterize
the relationship between the objects in the scene, and we
aim to make the link distribution more robust to perturba-
tion. In this case, the scene graph generator [16] is train-
able. We compute the cross-entropy between the anchored
edge scores and the augmented edge scores Je(r1, r2) =
CE(r1, r2), which acts as a regularizer to constrain the link
prediction distribution, yielding

Le(z1, z2) = Lℓ(z1, z2) + Je(r1, r2). (6)

All models utilizing this added link distribution regularizer
are characterized by the inclusion of the term “link.”
Overall Optimization Objective. Lastly, we outline the
overall loss for optimizing the VQA objective. To identify
the correct answer a ∈ A given an example (x, q,A), where
x represents the input image, and q is the associated ques-
tion, we extract a point estimate of probabilities

p(a | x, q) = σ
(
logit(x)

)
, (7)

where σ is the softmax function, and logit(x) = f(x, q) are
the logits for all possible answers produced by our encoder.
We calculate the cross-entropy loss for each instance,

Lsup(x) = CE
(
p(a | x, q), a

)
. (8)

Our combined training loss is then given by

L(x) = αLsup(x) + βL′(z1, z2), (9)

where L′ can be any of the aforementioned similarity loss
strategies: Lℓ, Lg, or Ls, with or without Le. The α and
β are controlled hyperparameters that balance the contribu-
tion of the various components in the total loss.

4. Experiments and Ablations
We evaluate our framework on the GQA dataset [14].

Our study aims to establish a practical foundation for
demonstrating the potential of SG along with an un-
normalized contrasting approach to improve visual cues
for VQA. Despite the noise data in the extracted SG, we
demonstrate its effectiveness, Fig. 2, by highlighting the
importance of further exploration. The utilization of non-
idealized SG-VQA methods with un-normalized contrastive
learning leads to improvements across all metrics, Table 2.
Furthermore, our framework demonstrates faster conver-
gence during training, approximately 20% faster in epochs
compared to baselines. However, further investigation is re-
quired to validate them.

The un-normalized contrastive approach universally en-
hances results across question categories (Fig. 2), with spe-
cific types of approaches further improving the model’s per-
formance based on the query type.



Table 2: Results (%) on GQA by standard metrics.
Method Binary (↑) Open (↑) Consist. (↑) Validity (↑) Plausab. (↑) Distr. (↓) Acc (↑)

Baseline 65.8 29.7 58.2 94.9 90.5 11.7 50.1
Baseline+BERT 68.0 32.2 62.6 95.0 90.9 7.7 53.8

Local 66.8 30.2 59.4 94.9 90.6 8.8 51.5
Global 67.7 30.8 62.5 94.9 90.6 6.7 52.3
SelfSim 68.4 31.3 65.9 94.9 90.7 2.1 54.0

Global+BERT+link 68.0 33.0 63.9 95.0 91.2 8.9 54.5
SelfSim+BERT+link 68.2 32.8 64.3 95.0 91.0 8.0 54.5
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Figure 2: Accuracy on different question types.
Table 3: Change in accuracy under potentially disruptive
augmentations and perturbations.

Question Type Augmentation Baseline Global Local SelfSim

Relation Flip −1.6 −3.4 −3.2 −3.9
Attribute Strong Color Jitter +1.14 −3.7 −0.8 −1.2
Global Gaussian Noise + Crop −5.6 −7.7 −5.5 −8.1

Table 4: Results(%) of the Aug. Baseline and SelfSim.
Method Binary Open Validity Plausibility Acc

Baseline Aug 65.1 28.7 94.6 90.1 50.1
SelfSim 68.4 31.3 94.9 90.7 54.0

We conducted ablations to demonstrate the functionality
of our approach and carried out detailed observations that
go beyond mere reliance on metrics using the GQA dataset.
Does the Scene Graph Really Matter? Through a pertur-
bation study where images were augmented based on ques-
tion types, we introduced disruptive noise such as image
flipping to challenge the model’s ability to answer spatial
relational questions. The goal was to observe mistakes in
the model’s answers. The results, compared to the base-
line (Table 3), showed greater variation in our model’s per-
formance, indicating that it pays more attention to visual
information, whereas the baseline appears to rely on other
sources of information.
Are Performance Gains Mainly Due to Augmentations?
We compared our approach with the baseline architecture,
training solely with data augmentation techniques to evalu-
ate their influence on overall performance. Table 4 provides
evidence that data augmentation techniques actually impair
the performance of the architecture.
Are Our Models Less Biased? Our initial hypothesis was
that current top-performing models might incorporate bi-
ases present in the questions into their weights. We con-
ducted experiments to analyze this issue, introducing ran-
dom noise to features in the scene graph while preserving
its topology, and perturbing the language in up to 50% of
the words in the questions. The results in Table 5 demon-
strate that our approach relies less on linguistic features, pri-
oritizing overall information and reducing linguistic bias.

Table 5: Sensitivity of accuracy (%) for bias question ana-
lyzes of SelfGraphVQA and SelfGraphVQABERT.

Setup Methods

Scene Graph + Question Baseline Local Global SelfSim

Noise + SG 16.2 16.6 28.6 26.6
Question + Noise 39.9 38.3 37.4 39.8
Noise + Noise 12.7 14.6 18.9 21.0

Question + Scene Graph BERT Baseline BERTGlobal+link BERTSelfSim+link

Noise + SG 21.0 23.2 24.5
Question + Noise 42.4 41.8 42.8
Noise + Noise 19.8 21.7 21.3

Relative Synonym Ambiguous

Q: Is there an airplane in the Q: Where are the weeds? Q: Is the man to the right
picture that is not small? or to the left of the cup?
Answer: Yes Answer: Plain Answer: Right
Prediction: No Prediction: Field Prediction: Left

Figure 3: Examples to demonstrate the complexity of VQA.

Additionally, we explored visual enhancement, even when
trained with a more expressive language module such as
BERT. The experiments in Table 5 examine the impact of
using BERT and its effect on enhancing visual information.
Examples. Given the wide range of acceptable answers, we
argue that solely relying on standard evaluation metrics may
not provide a fair comparison, thus presenting additional
challenges to the field. Fig. 3 demonstrates the utility of
SG for interpretability, as they enable a graphical analysis
of objects and the overall composition of the scene.

5. Conclusions

Despite promising results in VQA tasks with idealized
SG, our study revealed that models relying on manually an-
notated and expensive SG struggle with real-world data. To
address this, we proposed SelfGraphVQA, a more practi-
cal SG-VQA framework that breaks the spurious correla-
tion of annotated SG and learns to answer questions us-
ing extracted SG from a pre-trained SG generator. We
employed un-normalized contrastive learning to maximize
similar graph representations in different views. All ap-
proaches utilizing self-supervision showed improvement
over their baselines. Overall, we demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of extracted SG in VQA, underscoring the signif-
icance of continued exploration of the potential of SG for
complex tasks. We also showed that self-supervision over
the SG representation improved the results by enhancing the
visual information within the task. We hope that this work
raises awareness of the challenges of accentuating the role
of the scene in answering questions from images.
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A. Datasets
We evaluate our SelfGraphVQA frameworks on the

GQA dataset [14]. GQA is another large-scale effort (22M
questions, each with one answer) that focuses on the com-

Table A.1: Detailed statistics for the GQA dataset examined
in our study compared to other possible statistics and the
original paper dataset.

Answers Candidates

Ours 1878
Alternative [2, 22, 24] 1533
Original [10, 14] 1878

positionality of template-generated questions for real-world
images. We use the official train/validation split of GQA.

The GQA dataset was selected for evaluation because
it includes complex relational and spatial questions that
require multiple reasoning skills, spatial understanding,
and multi-step inference. These characteristics make it
more challenging compared to previous visual question-
answering datasets. Consequently, the GQA dataset is well-
suited for evaluating the performance of scene graph mod-
els.

In contrast to prior studies [2, 24], our approach takes a
simplistic approach by considering solely the ground truth
distribution as a potential answer in the training dataset as
a candidate for the answer distribution, without any filter
techniques. Table A.1 provides detailed statistics for each
dataset examined in our investigation.

Despite the substantial variations in the answering
classes, we emphasize that our method proves to be effec-
tive and comparable to other existing approaches. In addi-
tion to the aforementioned points, this further highlights the
fact that VQA is a complex and expansive challenge that
lends itself to various approaches and needs continued ex-
ploration and refinement.

B. Baseline Architecture
Figure B.1 depicts the overall components of our base-

line architecture. The unbiased pre-trained scene graph gen-
erator model utilized in this study originates from the re-
search paper authored by Knyazev et al. [16]. Applying a
density-normalized edge loss to the model, the authors con-
tend that the model is aware of the graph density and, there-
fore, generalizes better even to rare compositions.

In our project, the frozen weights pre-trained Scene
Graph Generator takes the image information and gener-
ates a scene graph representation. The Question Encoder
receives the instructions and provides them to the GNN-
based encoder. Each layer of the module pays attention to
these instructions in order to update its hidden node states.
The Classifier then takes the graph representation and the
question vector concatenates them, and predicts the correct
answer.

We use the similar architecture of the state-of-the-art
graph-based GraphVQA model [20] and LRTA [21] over
the GQA dataset as a baseline for our experiments, with
some modifications in order to reduce the dependence on
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Figure B.1: The baseline architecture.

the annotated available data, as we aim to mitigate the
limitations imposed by data availability and enhance the
model’s generalizability.

For practical purposes, the functional program instruc-
tions accompanying each question in the GQA dataset [14]
are not necessarily available for inference on real-world
data, so we train our decoder to decode the instructions from
the question itself. These additional labels are processed by
the reasoning module in the GraphVQA model which we
explicitly omit in our baseline, as we are more interested
in generalizability and real-world performance rather than
expressively solving the GQA dataset.

In addition, we omit the pre-processing using the scene
graph encoding module of the original GraphVQA, as the
scene graph generation model g was selected to extract high
quality SG-representations. Here, our fg module is a graph
attention network (e.g. GAT) [30].

In the GloVE embedding design, both the query encoder
fq and the graph encoder fg designs are shared between
the original baseline and our proposed modified model.
Whereas in the BERT design, we only take the similarity
of the graph encoder module fg design, as our query en-
coder fq and the language embedding is a BERT model. By
adapting the similar SoTA architecture strategy to the spe-
cific design choices of each model, we aim to evaluate the
performance and effectiveness of our proposed approach.

C. Architecture Details

Within this section, we aim to provide additional de-
tails regarding all components of our implementation ap-
proaches.

To ensure clarity and facilitate better comprehension, we

have divided this section into two subsections: one dis-
cussing the utilization of GloVE word embedding along
with a transformer-based model for the question encoder,
and the other focusing on the application of BERT for word
embedding and the question encoder.

Table C.1 provides a comprehensive overview of the two
approaches employed in this study.

It is worth mentioning that the scene graph generator
module has its weights frozen in all training approaches, ex-
cept when we employ the Distribution Link Representation
Regularization technique.

C.1. GloVE Word Embedding and Transformer-
based Question Encoder

The images are fed through a pre-trained scene graph
generator g from [16] work that generates scene graphs
from images on the fly.

Except for the pooled graph-level representation (i.e., the
module that feeds the classifier), which has a dimension size
of 512, all node and edge features have dimension size 300.

The word embedding for the transformed-based query
encoder module fq has its initial weights initialized by using
embeddings from GloVe [26]. Both hidden states and word
embedding vectors have a dimension size of 300. The ques-
tion representation is produced by the transformed-based
question encoder.

Following [20, 21] work, we adopt a hierarchical se-
quence generation design, i.e., a transformer decoder model
first parses the question into a sequence of M instruction
vectors, [i1, i2, . . . , iM ]. The i-th instruction vector will
correspond exactly to the i-th execution step processed by
the GNN encoder fg module. In our experiments, we force
M equals five. We note that SelfGraphVQA does not re-
quire any explicit supervision on how to solve the instruc-
tion step from the question, and we only supervise the final
answer prediction.

For the un-normalized contrastive approach, the MLP
prediction head h plays a crucial role in our model archi-
tecture. It comprises three fully connected layers, each fol-
lowed by batch normalization and ReLU activation, except
for the final layer. This setup ensures non-linearity and fa-
cilitates effective feature extraction. It is important to note
that the MLP prediction head is exclusively utilized during
the training phase and is subsequently discarded during in-
ference, which aligns with prevailing practices in contem-
porary self-supervised training methods [7, 11].

The classification module fc is another integral compo-
nent of our model. It is designed as a two-layer MLP with a
dropout rate of 0.2 and ELU activation.

As explained in Section 3, we independently apply the
three self-supervised losses (i.e., local similarity, global
similarity, and regularization for permutation equivariance)
and compared performances. Our experimental choices



Table C.1: Detailed dimensions used in our study when em-
ploying the GloVE and BERT approaches.

Methods Word dim. Question dim Node Dim Link Dim Graph dim

GloVE+Transf 300 300 300 300 512
BERT 756 512 512 512 512

were designed to minimize possible biases in the evaluation
of our proposed framework.

Both anchored and augmented scene graphs along with
the question ground on the scene feed our encoder model
to infer a predicted answer. For a fair comparison, we train
most of our model from scratch, except for the pre-trained
scene graph generator g, whose weights are frozen.

C.2. BERT Word Embedding and Question En-
coder

In this case, we employ the BERT model as our word
embedding approach and the question encoder, as being a
more expressive language model.

Once again, the images are fed through a pre-trained
scene graph generator g from [16] work that generates scene
graphs from images on the fly. In this particular case, all
graph-level and node-level representations possess a dimen-
sion size of 512, encompassing both node and edge fea-
tures. This configuration is deliberately chosen to ensure
that the dimensions of the representations closely align with
the dimension yielded by BERT word embedding, which
is 756. By maintaining consistency in the dimensionality
across different components, we aim to facilitate seamless
integration and compatibility with BERT-based models.

The word embedding for the BERT query encoder fq
has its initial weights initialized by using embeddings from
BERT [15]. Both hidden states and word embedding vec-
tors have a dimension size of 512. The final question rep-
resentation is derived by taking the average of all word em-
bedding representations generated by BERT.

Following the same approach of [20, 21], we adopt a hi-
erarchical sequence generation design, i.e., a transformer
decoder module first parses the encoded question into a se-
quence of M instruction vectors, [i1, i2, . . . , iM ]. The i-th
instruction vector will correspond exactly to the i-th exe-
cution step processed by the GNN encoder fg module. In
our experiments, we force M equals five. We note that
SelfGraphVQA does not require any explicit supervision on
how to solve the instruction step from the question, and we
only supervise the final answer prediction.

In this scenario, we employ two self-supervised loss
techniques: global similarity and regularization for permu-
tation equivariance. Additionally, we incorporate the Distri-
bution Link Representation Regularization method overall
approaches performed in this case. It is important to note
that the Distribution Link Representation Regularization is
jointly executed with one of the self-supervised loss tech-
niques.

Table D.1: Training details for the GloVE and BERT ap-
proaches employed in our study.

Methods Batch Optimizer lr Epochs

GloVE+Transf 64 Adam 10−4 50
BERT 32 Adam Belief 10−4 50

As mentioned earlier, in this case, except for the object
detector within the module, we have unfrozen the scene
graph generator g weights, allowing it to be trainable and to
learn the representation and classification during the train-
ing process, merely according to the prediction answers. We
have made deliberate experimental choices to mitigate po-
tential biases and ensure an unbiased evaluation of our pro-
posed framework.

For the un-normalized contrastive training step, we em-
ploy the MLP prediction head h. It comprises three fully
connected layers, each followed by batch normalization and
ReLU activation, except for the final layer. This setup en-
sures non-linearity and facilitates effective feature extrac-
tion. It is important to note that the MLP prediction head is
exclusively utilized during the training phase and is subse-
quently discarded during inference, which aligns with pre-
vailing practices in contemporary self-supervised training
methods [7, 11].

The classification module fc is another integral compo-
nent of our model. It is designed as a two-layer MLP with a
dropout rate of 0.2 and ELU activation.

D. Training Details
In this section, we provide further elaboration on our

training approaches. Likewise, we have divided this sec-
tion into two subsections: one with the utilization of GloVE
word embedding along with a transformer-based model for
the question encoder, and the other focusing on the applica-
tion of BERT for word embedding and the question encoder.

D.1. GloVe Word Embedding and Transformer-
based Question Encoder

We train the models using the Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 10−4 and weight decay 10−4. We apply a
batch size of 64, and a a linear learning rate schedule us-
ing a factor of 10−1 for every 20 epochs. All models are
trained for 50 epochs. We emphasize that during training
the weights of the scene graph generator g are frozen, and
do not receive weight updates.

D.2. BERT for Word Embedding and Question En-
coder

We train the models using the Belief Adam optimizer
with a learning rate of 10−4 and weight decay 10−4. We
apply a batch size of 32, and a linear learning rate schedule
using a factor of 10−1 for every 10 epochs. All models are



Table E.1: Detailed self-supervised implementation in our
study by approaches.

SGG Methods Baseline Local Sim Global Sim. Self Sim

GloVE+Transf Frozen SGG ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Link Regularizer

BERT Frozen SGG ✓ ✓
Link Regularizer ✓ ✓

trained for 50 epochs. It is worth noting that in these cases,
the weights of the scene graph generator g are not frozen
during training. This deliberate choice allows for continual
updates and improvements, particularly in the edge repre-
sentation, through the utilization of the Distribution Link
Representation Regularization strategy.

E. Self-Supervised implementation details
Table E.1 provides a comprehensive overview of the ap-

proach adopted in our study. It is worth noting that our
training process was conducted sequentially and iteratively,
allowing us to evaluate the performance of each approach
before deciding on the subsequent implementation choice.

For instance, upon observing that the Local Similarity
approach exhibited comparatively lower performance, al-
beit surpassing the baseline, we made the decision to dis-
continue its implementation on further research (i.e. with
the BERT module and link distribution regularization ap-
proach). This strategy narrowed down the training possibil-
ities, enabling us to focus solely on the most promising ex-
periments. Another noteworthy example pertains to the uti-
lization of BERT as our word embedding and query encoder
module. Upon observing its positive impact on results, we
exclusively applied the link distribution regularization tech-
nique with this architecture.

F. Further Ablations
F.1. Further Discussion on Language Bias

We elaborate on additional experiments aimed at evalu-
ating the model’s robustness when trained with the BERT
module. In this case, the experiments investigate the impact
of using a more expressive language model, such as BERT,
on language biases in the VQA task and whether it harms
the enhancement of visual information. We evaluate both
how the biases convey not ideal information when using a
more expressive language model such as BERT, and how
the self-supervised approaches perform for robustness.

In this particular experiment, we augmented the images
using various semantically-preserving techniques including
Gaussian blur, Gaussian noise, color jitter with adjustments
to brightness, contrast, and hue, as well as random rotation
of up to 45 degrees. As for the questions, a similar ap-
proach was employed by randomly replacing up to 50% of
the words with other words.ù

In this context, we emphasize that our approach main-

Table F.1: Sensitivity of accuracy (%) for bias analyzes of
BERT module.

Setup Methods

Question + Scene Graph BERT Baseline BERTGlobal+link BERTSelfSim+link

Noise + SG 21.0 23.2 24.5
Question + Noise 42.4 41.8 42.8
Noise + Noise 19.8 21.7 21.3

tains the semantic integrity of the image content. Conse-
quently, the underlying model retains its fundamental ob-
jective of accurately predicting the correct response, despite
the heightened complexity introduced.

Table F.1 demonstrated that even when employing a
more expressive language model in the GQA dataset, the
self-supervised learning still enhances the visual infor-
mation for the predicted answer. Precisely, the results
presented indicate that our approaches exhibit greater re-
silience to noise while maintaining the importance of visual
information for the task.

We emphasize that the findings of this study demonstrate
that despite the integration of a more expressive language
model, such as BERT, the self-supervised learning method
remains effective in leveraging visual data to classifier the
predicted answers. Nevertheless, it is crucial to highlight
that in this particular scenario, the results indicate a possi-
ble influence of language biases inherent in the dataset when
utilizing a more advanced language model. See the results
when the perturbation is employed solely on the scene graph
compared to the non-perturbed one, in Table F.1. Addition-
ally, when analyzing the results with full perturbation, the
findings indicate an enhanced level of robustness when the
self-supervision technique is combined with the model.

F.2. Does SelfGraphVQA have a few-shot learning
capability?

We trained SelfGraphVQA with varying percentages of
labeled data and found comparable performance to the
GQA dataset, suggesting that adding self-supervised con-
trastive loss improves model generalization. We wanted to
evaluate the different models on subsets of the full dataset.
We tested reducing the ground truth labeling requirements
and compared the performance when using SelfGraphVQA
as opposed to directly training a fully supervised classifica-
tion network.

In this case, we trained our SelfGraphVQA varying the
percentage of labeled data, (i.e., 20%, 50%, and 100% of
data) and evaluated it on the test dataset. As demonstrated in
Fig. F.1, our proposal performs comparably with half of the
GQA dataset evaluated on standard metrics. This insinuates
that adding self-supervised un-normalized contrastive loss
improves the generalization of the model.

Table F.2 shows how our proposal performs with the
standard metrics when trained with 50% of training data,
and we see that the three approaches perform on par with
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Figure F.1: Evaluation curve by percentage of data used
in training on GQA dataset. The models obtain compara-
ble results to baseline with 50% of the data. Note that we
only illustrate the accuracy of the baseline trained on the
full dataset for reference purposes.
Table F.2: Results (in %) evaluating by the standard metrics
when training with 50% of GQA dataset.

Method Binary Open Consistency Validity Plausibility Accuracy

Global 63.5 27.6 54.1 94.8 90.1 48.2
Local 63.5 25.6 51.6 94.6 89.3 47.1
SelfSim 64.3 27.3 54.7 94.8 90.1 48.1

the baseline trained on the full dataset. In particular, the va-
lidity and plausibility metrics are consistent when compared
to models trained on the full dataset.

Our intuition is that these metrics relate to linguistic bias
and do not necessarily require large amounts of samples to
converge, indicating that the model learns with little data
what type of answer it should guess based on the type of
question.

F.3. More Examples

We present additional examples to illustrate how scene
graphs can contribute to the explainability of AI in the con-
text of VQA, Figure F.2. These examples highlight that
VQA remains an open area of research and that the per-
formance of a model should be evaluated beyond standard
metrics. These examples serve as a reminder that there is
room for further exploration and improvement in the field of
VQA, extending beyond conventional evaluation metrics.

All examples were predicted by the SelfSim frame-
work. In the following discussion, the additional examples
demonstrate both the problem of low agreement of VQA
question answers due to ambiguity and the usefulness of
scene graphs in providing more explainable AI for this task.

For instance in example 1, the model accurately predicts
the answer, and the detection of the airplane in the scene
graph is easily visualized. Conversely, in example 2, the
model correctly do not detect the object mentioned in the

question, leading to a correct answer of ’No’.
The benefits of using scene graphs for visual question

answering become more evident in examples 3 and 4. In
example 3, the model provides an objectively correct an-
swer despite a different ground truth answer in the dataset.
This discrepancy is explained by the scene graph, which
highlights that the extracted object related to the question is
’flowers’ rather than ’flowers’. In example 4, the model cor-
rectly classifies the link that relates the chair located to the
right of the curtains in the scene graph, enabling the model
to predict the correct answer.

In example 5, the acceptance of the model’s answer ’liq-
uid’ as opposed to the ground truth ’beverage’ is subjective
and depends on the evaluator’s opinion. This demonstrates
that the model’s response may fail to precisely evaluate the
question, emphasizing the inherent challenges in VQA.

Overall, these examples highlight the potential benefits
of incorporating scene graphs in visual question answering,
offering insights into the model’s reasoning and contribut-
ing to more interpretable AI systems.



(1) Correct (2) Correct (3) SG explainable (4) SG explainable (5) Objectively Correct

Q: What is the aircraft Q: Are there any parachutes Q: What is the white pot holding? Q: Which kind of furniture Q: What is in the red glass??
on the ground? or bags? is right of the curtains?
Answer: Airplane Answer: No Answer: Flower Answer: Chair Answer: Beverage
Prediction: Airplane Prediction: No Prediction: Flowers Prediction: Chair Prediction: Liquid

Figure F.2: Examples to demonstrate the complexity of VQA and the explainability of the scene graph. All example is
predicted by the SelfSim framework.


